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(57) ABSTRACT 

An inverse Galilean vieW ?nder has an object lens and an 
eyepiece lens. The front of the object lens is ?at surface. 
First micro corner cube prisms are arranged in a frame of 
visual ?eld around the external periphery of the ?at surface. 
Second micro corner cube prisms are arranged in a frame on 
the rear surface of the eyepiece lens. Light from an object is 
re?ected toWard the object lens by the second micro corner 
cube prisms. Re?ective light from the second micro corner 
cube prisms is re?ected by the ?rst micro corner cube 
prisms, and returns to the eyepiece lens. The re?ective light 
of the ?rst micro corner cube prisms brights and it is 
observed Within a ?nder as a ?nder ?eld frame indicating a 

range of photography. 
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VIEW FINDER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1.Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a vieW ?nder that 
is used in a camera, a lens-?tted photo ?lm unit and the like, 
more particularly relates to a vieW ?nder in Which a frame 
of visual ?eld can be observed. 

[0003] 2.Explanations of the Prior Arts 

[0004] An Albada-type inverse Galilean vieW ?nder (here 
inafter it is referred to Albada ?nder) has been Widely used 
for a compact camera and a lens-?tted photo ?lm unit for its 
simple structure and loW cost. An Albada ?nder With easiest 
structure consists of an object lens and an eyepiece lens. The 
object lens is a concave lens While the eyepiece lens is a 
convex lens. A quadrilateral frame is formed in the front 
(object side) of the eyepiece lens. Ahalf-mirror is formed in 
the rear (image side) of the object lens. The half-mirror of 
the object lens has tWo types: one is that the half-mirror is 
formed on the Whole surface of the rear, While the other is 
formed on a part of the rear. A ?nder ?eld frame shoWing the 
?eld of photography is displayed in the vieW ?nder. 

[0005] The half-mirror on the object lens and the frame 
line of the eyepiece lens are formed by treating metal a 
vacuum vapor deposition. Since the vacuum vapor deposi 
tion requires highly pure metal and takes a long time. That 
decreases productivity of the ?nder lens (object lens and 
eyepiece lens), resulting in cost increase. 

[0006] Japanese Laid-open Patent Application No. 
6-301082 discloses a vieW ?nder using prisms in place of the 
half-mirror of the object lens. This vieW ?nder has almost 
triangular pyramid roof-type prisms that are arranged on the 
periphery of the object lens and prisms of square section that 
are arranged in a frame on the eyepiece lens. Abright vieW 
?nder frame forms the prisms is displayed in the vieW ?nder. 

[0007] HoWever, this vieW ?nder has a problem. When an 
eye of a photographer is off from an optical axis, light from 
one re?ective surface gets Weakened of tWo re?ective sur 
faces of the roof-type prisms, because each prism formed on 
the periphery of the object lens takes the shape of roughly 
triangular pyramid. As a result, the ?nder ?eld frame 
becomes an alternate striped pattern of light parts and dark 
parts. 

SUMMERY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] The main object of the present invention is to 
provide a vieW ?nder that does not form a stripe pattern on 
a ?nder ?eld frame. 

[0009] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a vieW ?nder that is manufactured in a loW cost. 

[0010] To attain the above object and the other object, a 
vieW ?nder of the present invention includes a ?rst re?ective 
portion that is arranged on an eyepiece lens, and a second 
re?ective portion that is arranged on the object lens, the 
second re?ective portion being constituted of corner cube 
prisms. The corner cube prisms are integrally formed With 
the object lens. Further, the corner cube prisms can be used 
as ?rst re?ective portion, too. 
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[0011] According to the present invention, it is possible to 
obtain a bright visual ?eld of vieW ?nder since the corner 
cube prisms that are arranged in a frame are used as a 
re?ective portion of the object lens. And a bright and stable 
frame of visual ?eld a ?nder ?eld frame can be displayed 
because the ?nder ?eld frame is formed by the self-re?ective 
properties of the corner cube prism. Moreover, the vieW 
?nder is integrally formed With corner cube prisms, there 
fore the cost of a ?nder lens can be manufactured at a loW 
cost. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] The above objects and advantages of the present 
invention Will become apparent from the folloWing detailed 
description of the preferred embodiments When read in 
connection With the accompanying draWings: 

[0013] FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective vieW illustrating 
a vieW ?nder of the present invention and FIG. 1A is a 
greatly enlarged vieW of corner cube prisms; 

[0014] FIG. 2 is an explanatory vieW illustrating the 
action of corner cube prisms; 

[0015] 
[0016] 
[0017] 
[0018] FIG. 6 is an explanatory vieW illustrating a visual 
?eld of a vieW ?nder; 

[0019] FIG. 7 is a sectional vieW of a vieW ?nder of 
another embodiment of the present invention; and 

[0020] FIGS. 8 and 9 are explanatory vieWs respectively 
illustrating the shapes of the ?nder ?eld frames. 

FIG. 3 is a front elevation of an object lens; 

FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of an eyepiece lens; 

FIG. 5 is a sectional vieW of a vieW ?nder; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0021] In the FIG. 1, an inverse Galilean vieW ?nder 1 is 
constituted of a ?nder lens system and a lens holder 4. The 
?nder lens system consists of an object lens 2 and an 
eyepiece lens 3. The object lens 2 is a concave lens While the 
eyepiece lens 3 is a convex lens. Both the object lens 2 and 
the eyepiece lens 3 are made from plastics. The object lens 
2 is inserted into a groove 4a of the lens holder 4 on one 
hand, and the eyepiece lens 3 is inserted into a groove 4b on 
the other hand. The vieW ?nder is built in a lens-?tted photo 
?lm unit, a compact camera, an instant camera, and so forth. 

[0022] The object lens 2 has a front of a ?at surface 5 and 
a rear of a concave surface 6. The ?at surface 5 is protruded 
on an object side. A ?ange 7 to be inserted into the lens 
holder 4 is formed around the object lens 2. Besides that, the 
object lens 2 is provided With a frame-shaped re?ective 
portion 8 in a manner that surrounds the ?at surface 5. The 
re?ective portion 8 consists of micro corner cube prisms 9 
that are integrally formed on the object lens 2. The respect 
micro corner cube prisms 9 have a triangular bottom. 
Adjacent tWo micro corner cube prisms 9 are positioned so 
that a side of the bottom surface gets in contact With. As a 
result, a line connecting each apex of the micro corner cube 
prism 9 becomes in ZigZags. This re?ective portion 8, 
together With the lens portion of the object lens 2, is made 
from plastics by moldings. 
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[0023] As illustrated in FIG. 2 in detail, the micro corner 
cube prism 9 is the same shape as a tetrahedron Which Was 
cut from the cube 12 so as to include a corner P1 of a cube 
12. The shape of the micro corner cube prism 9 is a 
triangular pyramid, having the apeX of the corner P1 and a 
section of a bottom surface 9a. As is generally knoWn, in the 
corner cube prism 9, incident light L1 from the bottom 
surface 9a of the triangular pyramid is re?ected from three 
re?ective surfaces 9b, 9c and 9d that cross at right angles 
each other and emitted out of the bottom surface 9a as light 
L2. The corner cube prism 9 assumes the so-called re?ective 
return properties that the emitting light L2 is parallel to the 
incident light L1. 

[0024] As shoWn in FIG. 3, according to the micro corner 
cube prisms 9, the bottom surface 9a is connected With the 
lens portion, inclining the re?ective surfaces 9b, 9c, and 9d. 
The micro corner cube prisms 9 are arranged, leaving no 
space betWeen them. The bottom surface 9a of the micro 
corner cube prism 9 is an equilateral triangle, While the 
bottom surface of micro corner cube prisms 14 that are 
positioned at the corner of the re?ective portion 8 is an 
isosceles triangle. 

[0025] As for the eyepiece lens 3, as shoWn in FIG. 4, the 
front is a conveX surface 20 and the rear is a ?at surface 21. 
A numeral 22 is a built-in portion for the lens holder 4. A 
frame-shaped re?ective portion 23 is formed on the ?at 
surface 21.This re?ective portion 23 is made up of micro 
corner cube prisms like the re?ective portion 8. It is pref 
erable that the micro corner cube prism of the re?ective 
portion 23 should be reduced its siZe so as not to lose its 
sharpness, Which is caused by blurring of visual ?eld of the 
?nder and the like. 

[0026] The action of the above embodiment is explained 
in vieW of the FIG. 5. Light from an object, passing through 
the object lens 2, is incident upon the eyepiece lens 3. 
Almost incident light through the eyepiece lens 3, arrive to 
an eye of a photographer. Light that has reached to the 
re?ective portion 23 of the eyepiece lens 3 is re?ected 
toWard the object lens 2 by the micro corner cube prisms. 
The re?ective light, passing through the light path that is 
practically parallel to the incident light to the re?ective 
portion 23, returns to the object lens 2. The re?ective light 
returns to the object lens 2 is re?ected by the re?ective 
portion 8, passing through the returning path parallel to the 
going path, is incident on the eyepiece lens 3 again. And then 
it reaches to the eye of the photographer by Way of the 
eyepiece lens 3. 

[0027] In this Way, a re?ected image of the re?ective 
portion 23 is observed as a virtual image resulted from the 
re?ective action of the micro corner cube prism 9 of the 
re?ective portion 8, as Well as it is enlarged on the concave 
surface 6. As shoWn in the FIG. 6, a rectangular ?nder ?eld 
frame 24 according as the shape of the re?ective portion 8 
is observed overlapped With an object image Within the 
visual ?eld of the ?nder. Although the outline of the lens 
holder 4 is observed on the outside of the ?nder ?eld frame 
24, it does not Work as a ?nder ?eld frame, since the short 
distance from an eye fails to focus on an object, Which seems 
blurred. In addition to that, even if an eye of a photographer 
is deviated from the optical aXis, the ?nder ?eld frame 24 
does not become a striped pattern, for it is formed by the 
properties of re?ective return of the corner cube prism 9. 
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[0028] According to the present invention, a mirror can be 
used instead of the re?ective portion 23 of the eyepiece lens 
3 as long as the corner cube prisms 9 are formed on the 
object lens 2. It is also possible to form a half-mirror on the 
Whole one side of the eyepiece lens 3 for using it as re?ective 
portion 23. If a re?ecting mirror is formed on the outside of 
the corner cube prisms 9 (three inclined planes) by means of 
vapor deposition in case of using the half-mirror of large 
siZe, it is possible to have effect of improving the brightness 
of the ?nder ?eld frame. 

[0029] FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of a mirror that 
Was evaporated on the eyepiece lens. The same numerals are 
given for the above-mentioned embodiment. As for the 
eyepiece lens 31, the front is a conveX surface 32, mean 
While the rear is a ?at surface 33. Amirror 34 on Which metal 
frilling is deposited is formed on the conveX surface 32. 

[0030] Light incident on the mirror 34 is re?ected toWards 
the object lens 2. And it is re?ected in parallel by the 
re?ective portion 8, passing through the eyepiece lens 31. In 
case, a mirror 34 is formed on the eyepiece lens 31, a ?nder 
?eld frame Without stripe pattern is observed in the vieW 
?nder. It is also suitable that the mirror 34 is a half-mirror 
besides the Whole-re?ective mirror. Furthermore, it is pos 
sible to form the half-mirror on the Whole rear of the 
eyepiece lens 31. 

[0031] Although the ?nder ?eld frame is a quadrilateral in 
the above embodiment, it is possible to display any shape by 
changing the shape of the re?ective portion 8 of the object 
lens such as a ?nder ?eld frame having four sides Without 
the four corners of the rectangle as shoWn in the FIG. 8, a 
?nder ?eld frame 41 having only four corners as shoWn in 
the FIG. 9 and so forth. 

[0032] Moreover, corner cube prisms are arranged in a line 
in the above embodiment. HoWever, arranging them in tWo 
or three lines helps clarity of the ?nder ?eld frame. Besides 
that, the present invention can be applied to a ?nder Which 
includes more than three lenses as Well as a simple ?nder 
optical system comprising of an object lens and an eyepiece 
lens. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A ?nder having at least an object lens and an eyepiece 

lens comprising: 

a ?rst re?ective portion formed on said eyepiece lens, 
Which re?ects incident light toWards said object lens; 
and 

a second re?ective portion formed on said object lens, 
said second re?ective portion re?ecting light from said 
?rst re?ective portion toWards said eyepiece lens in 
order to shoW a ?nder ?eld frame for indicating a range 
of photography, said second re?ective portion being 
?rst corner cube prisms arranged according to a shape 
of said ?nder frame. 

2. A vieW ?nder as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said ?rst 
corner cube prisms are integrally formed With said object 
lens. 

3. A vieW ?nder as claimed in claim 2, Wherein said ?rst 
corner cube prisms are formed in front of said object lens. 

4. AvieW ?nder as claimed in claim 3, Wherein said ?nder 
?eld frame consists of a quadrilateral that is lacking four 
corners. 
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5. AvieW ?nder as claimed in claim 3, wherein said ?nder 
?eld frame consists of four corners of a quadrilateral. 

6. AvieW ?nder as claimed in claim 3, Wherein said ?rst 
re?ective portion is second corner cube prisms. 

7. A vieW ?nder as claimed in claaim 6, Wherein said 
second corner cube prisms are integrally formed on a rear of 
said eyepiece lens. 
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8. A vieW ?nder as claimed in claim 3, Wherein said ?rst 
re?ective portion is formed in front of said eyepiece lens. 

9. A vieW ?nder as claimed in claim 8, Wherein said ?rst 
re?ective portion is a mirror that Was formed by vacuum 
evaporation. 


